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ABSTRACT

This thesis is based on the work carried out in the field of
safety systems for Autonomous Guided Vehicles(AGV). With
autonomous vehicles being more prominent today, safe traversing of these is a major concern. The same is true for AGVs
working in industry environment like forklift trucks etc. Our
work applies to industrial robots. The method described here
is developed by closely following an algorithm developed for
safe traversing of a robot using a warning field. The report
describes the literature review with work related to the safe
traversing, path planning and collision avoidance in robots. The
next part is dedicated to describing the methodology of implementation of the Adaptive Warning Field Method and the
Dynamic Window Approach. The evaluation of the Adaptive
Warning Method with the previous developed Warning Field
Methods is done and test cases are designed to test the working of the designed method. Vrep simulation environment and
Industrial data is used to run a simulation of the robot using
the method developed in this work. We find that the method
performs better compared to the previous methods in the designed scenarios. Lastly we conclude the report with the future
work that can be carried out to improve and extend the algorithm.
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Part I
BEGINNING

1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

motivation and objective

With robotics being an integral part of our lives today, it is hard
to not agree on the fact that robots are here to stay and be with
us in the future also [50]. Let it be for the field of medicine, social environments like home, industry environments like warehouses etc, robots are being developed and manufactured to
make human effort and lives better. A really good example of
this is the development of driverless car in the automotive industry [6].
The work carried out in this project is based on developing safety system in industrial vehicles especially robots or autonomous vehicles like forklift trucks operating in warehouses.
The work involves developing a safety zone for a robot which
is continuous in nature and which is dependent on the robot
configuration. As robotic technology is advancing, the industries require an automation of their tasks especially warehouses.
This is where Automated Guided Vehicles(AGVs) play a crucial
role. AGVs are driver-less vehicles which are equipped with automatic guidance systems. They are pre-programmed vehicles
used to move materials from one location to another. These vehicles are generally used in industries and factories to move
pallets and containers. Usually 30-40% of accidents reported in
the industrial environment are because of the manual driven
vehicles due to lack of driver attention, driving too fast, etc [5].
There is a lot of impact on the cost due to the damaged goods
and repair of damages because of these accidents. For example,
in paper and printing industries the damage caused by manual
driven vehicles have high impact on the costs because the damaged paper rolls or printing papers are useless and recycling
them takes lot of time, energy and money. All these costs can
be reduced with the usage of AGVs which move in prescribed
paths within the environment. The safety system of such vehicles would not harm humans or damage objects in the environment while making the workplace safer. With the increase in
the usage of AGVs in warehouses etc [42], and advances in sensor technology [30], the process of multiple sensor integration,
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object detection and collision avoidance algorithms have been
widely adapted.
The obstacle avoidance system of AGVs consists of two important fields of certain measurements which depend on the physical specifications of AGVs protection field and warning field
(i.e. protection zone and warning zone). The laser scanners play
an important role in detection of the obstacles for AGVs. In
general, if the laser scanner detects an obstacle within the protection field, the AGVs stops until there is no obstacle detected
within this region and if an obstacle is detected within the warning field then the AGVs consider it as warning and continues
to move with a reduced speed [3]. The current AGV system
consists of sixteen static warning fields depending on speed
and steering angle of the AGV, which are preset into the AGVs,
each for different scenarios [25], [3]. But this approach is not
flexible so there is need for adjustments in setting these fields
to make the AGVs flexible with the environment. Since the generation of the warning field is restricted to straight line paths
and not at the intersections or blind spots, where the obstacle
may not be detected due to static warning field generation, a
more efficient way needs to be formulated.
The objective here is to develop an algorithm for generating the
safety field for the robot or the AGV. We closely follow previous works carried out in this field [48], where safety fields for
robots were developed using different collision avoidance algorithms. We also evaluate our algorithm by implementing it into
a simulator where we have created an environment resembling
a warehouse. The robot used here is a Pioneer 3DX. V-rep is
chosen as the simulation tool since it provides us with a varied
range of options for building an environment and also it has different sensors and robots to select from. A simulation platform
helps check the performance of the developed algorithm in a
cost-effective manner, especially when it involves algorithm implementation onto an actual robot [31]. Data from an AGV run
in an industry environment is provided by a company, which
is used to test how the algorithm developed here would behave
compared to the static warning field used on the AGV.
The report is further approached in the following manner with
the section on relevant works next and then with the chapter
on the methodology used in our work, the results obtained and
the conclusion and future work.

1.2 related work

1.2

related work

Autonomous robots have a basic task of navigation and the
robot should be able to move around barriers with ease. This
is known as obstacle avoidance. A lot of research in this field
is going on and implementation into real world vehicles still
continues.
In general, the main system of a robot consists of the path planning module and a obstacle avoidance module. The warning
field generation comes next under which we can have a map
generation module as a sub system. This subsystem includes
image processing techniques such as background foreground
subtraction which may help the robot to filter out the static obstacles in the environment and then act accordingly to avoid
collision. This could help in improving the developed system
model, for generating warning fields, which in turn would enhance the functionality of the safety system in different scenarios.
The path planning module includes algorithms such as A*, D*
[47], Rapidly Exploring Random trees [35], Probabilistic Road
map etc. which are smooth trajectory generation algorithms for
robots. In [51], motion planning optimization is done to obtain
good trajectories using CHOMP (Covariant Hamiltonian Optimization For Motion Planning) algorithm. This paper gives
us a brief idea of how trajectory optimization can help in better motion planning in mathematically precise environments
and hence provides an idea of a new motion planning algorithm. The other algorithms may include RRT (Rapidly Exploring Random Tree planner) [8]. This paper [8] deals with extending the path planning algorithm for motion planning using TP(Trajectory Parameter) space transformations for reactive
collision avoidance of arbitrarily shaped robots. Also the paper
experimentally tests the reactive navigation and the quality of
paths using RRT(Rapidly Exploring Random Trees) with much
improvement. The work here deals with kinematic transformation of the tree edges for non-holonomic vehicles for effective
collision avoidance. This work helps us understand the modified path planning module [7]. Also it gives us an insight into
the functioning of one of the modules of the main robot navigation system.
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1.2.1

Path Tracking

Path tracking is a process of determining the speed and steering settings at each instant of time for a robot to follow a certain
path. In [37], the work discusses about three path tracking techniques namely, follow the carrot, pure pursuit and vector pursuit implemented on the Khepra robot. The follow the carrot
algorithm obtains a goal point in front and tries to follow the
goal point. The pure pursuit technique is similar to the follow
the carrot but it considers a curvature path or distance to approach to the goal point in front of it. A circle is defined which
moves through the goal position and the robot position. Finally
a control algorithm in relation to the curve radius moves the
robot towards the goal position. The vector pursuit algorithm
however considers the orientation at the goal point in front of
it whereas the others do not. In our work we take into account
the follow the carrot technique to maneuver the robot along
the path.The selection of this is done for simplicity and its better suitability to our work where the path is already given and
the robot has to follow a local goal point.
1.2.2

Collision Avoidance

For an efficient movement in the environment with static and
dynamic obstacles we use the dynamic window approach [20]
of collision avoidance in our work. A robotic system consists
of a path planner and collision avoidance modules. Path planners can be local or global path planners. A global path planner
takes into account the information of the whole world for example a map and then plans the next path from its current location
to the goal, whereas the local planner takes into account the current sensor data in the vehicle coordinate frame [40].
Collision avoidance techniques can be divided into directional
and velocity space based approaches. The directional approaches
generate a direction of the robot to head in. Approaches such
as Vector Field Histogram (VFH) [11], Nearness Diagram (ND)
[39], Potential Field Method [10] are typical representations
of this approach. Though they are able to generate the direction command, they do not take into account the dynamics
of the robot into consideration. The velocity space based approaches take into account the robot kinematics and dynamics
and work in the space of translational and rotational velocities. Approaches such as Dynamic window Approach (DWA)

1.2 related work

[20], Curvature Velocity Method (CVM) [46], Lane Curvature
Method (LCM) [33] are some such approaches. These methods
evaluate an objective function based on goal directedness and
local obstacle [38]. The LCM takes two approaches towards navigation one in which it decides a lane for the robot to go into
and the other where it decides the heading to go in the lane
by using the CVM for motion commands and heading. The
LCM drives into collision free space by deciding the collision
free distance and width of the lanes [33]. The Nearness diagram (ND) divides the environment of the robot into sections
and uses them to represent the obstacle configurations which
are then used to determine a safety configuration for the robot.
Potential field method considers robot as a particle affected by
potential field. The obstacles represent repulsive forces and the
goal an attractive force. A mathematical function directs the
robot towards the goal by moving around the obstacles. The
robot constraints are not taken into account. The velocity space
methods mentioned above consider robot as a point instead of
a particular shape[9]. Since the task at hand available to us already provides us with a predefined path, the main task here
is of collision avoidance.The work done by [40] includes comparison of the Vector Field Histogram (VFH), Curvature Velocity Method (CVM), A*/D* and Dynamic Window Approach
(DWA) algorithms based on their path planning abilities and
collision avoidance abilities. VFH models paths as vector and
this makes the vehicle move by changing its orientation in the
environment. This is not favourable since the vehicle has to stop
and move whenever there is an angle change and also because
of the acceleration limits of the vehicle. It is desirable to have
continuous forward motion with reduced speeds at turns. The
author concludes that the DWA is quite efficient in cluttered
environment since it considers dynamic obstacles as static and
then does the avoidance part. The DWA approach takes into
consideration the vehicle dynamics and kinematics of the robot
which makes it a more suitable choice over the others. The author also mentions as to why CVM is better than VFH for collision avoidance since the method takes kinematics into consideration and since the curve path generated here would be more
efficient in avoiding obstacles. The CVM method however only
allows binary obstacles. The DWA gives paths that can be selected in the next cycle which means that nothing beyind the
physical ability of the robot can be commanded. DWA is used
for moving in a less aggressive way in the environment. The
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work in [28] gives a survey on the available algorithms which
are currently in research for collision avoidance for cluttered environments. The survey discusses on approaches based on local
sensor information and global approaches where knowledge of
the environment is needed. The survey also discusses about
Model Predictive Control Method (MPC) and its different variations along with the Artificial Potential Field Methods[34] and
Sliding Mode Control Method[23]. The DWA is also considered
as a good algorithm but the author focuses the work on MPC
more.
The DWA algorithm parameters are adjusted for better use in
our work. The paper, [20], provides us the basic understanding
of the DWA algorithm. The algorithm incorporates the dynamics of the robot and operates in the velocity space which helps
in controlling the translational and rotational velocities. In the
dynamic window only admissible velocities reachable in a short
interval are considered and among these velocities only the
ones which yield trajectories on which the robot is able to stop
safely are considered. The combination of the translation velocity and rotational velocity that are considered is done by maximizing an objective function. The work done in [45] shows how
the distance to an obstacle is considered using the robot ICC
and a certain radius of curvature for the obstacle. The author in
this paper specifically mentions the use of this method in industrial robots especially forklift trucks. The contour points on the
rectangle shaped robot are determined and checked whether
the obstacles radius collides with the robot contour points. If
they collide then the robot reduces it speed and stops before
hitting the obstacle. The work in [4] shows how a reduced DWA
is used for obstacle avoidance. The author has used four points
on the robot contour to determine whether a collision would
occur with an obstacle. The work has been divided into a modelling stage and a planning stage. The modelling stage determines the dynamics of the robot in which a deviation from the
standard DWA approach on generating the translational velocity is discussed. The planning stage deals with path planning
part using the reduced dynamic window. The algorithm implementations are carried out on robots Pygmalion and Donald to
test the collision avoidance which are referred to as hard real
time tasks. The robots are moved around in environments with
obstacles such as open doors, furniture, bags and people as
obstacles. The results are documented for different parameters
such as travelled time, number of collisions, number of path
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lost conditions etc. The paper, [9], shows the implementation of
the dynamic window approach which also considers the shape
of the robot. A cuboid robot shape is considered here and the
distance to the obstacle is calculated as a curved path distance
by looking at whether the obstacle lies within the radius of the
robot contour point with the ICC of the robot as the center. The
distance calculation is done and queried from a look up table
which are stored as occupancy grid measurements of the latest
sensor information. This reduces the computational complexity as the robot traverses the environment. The paper [19], discusses about the concept of velocity obstacles. This method is a
collision avoidance algorithm in which the velocities of objects
are considered in the next time period to check whether the objects would collide if on the same path. This is done by using
velocity cones. The points of intersection of the cones with the
current velocity are rejected as a safe path and again the velocities for the agent are checked for a different path. This method
is mostly used in free space and has other variants in it such as
reciprocal velocity obstacle, probabilistic velocity obstacle etc.
One famous algorithm in this is the clear path algorithm which
has been tested on a simulation platform with 25000 agents using a parallel processor[24]. In cluttered environments where
there are dynamic moving obstacles the concept of velocity obstacles is very useful. The paper on Probabilistic Velocity Obstacles (PVO) [22] is one such approach where the concept of
PVO and occupancy grids using Bayesian occupancy filters are
used. The paper introduces this novel approach for collision
avoidance in dynamic environments.
Obstacle avoidance is considered as one of the most important aspect while designing any robot. Mostly 2D/3D laser
scanners [27] along with the background/foreground information are used to detect and avoid obstacles within the environment. The work done in [27] is related to collision avoidance
in service robots. An environment can be static or dynamic environment where the detection of obstacles using a simple 2D
scanner doesn’t work since the plane in which the sensor is attached is only able to detect obstacles in it’s vicinity. Hence a 2D
and a 3D sensor is used in [27] along with algorithms such as
SLAM(Systematic Localization and Mapping). The robot’s collision avoidance uses virtual maps and maintains a threshold
distance to obstacles. The problem of registering is solved using
the ICP(Iterative Closest Point) algorithm which gives the translations and rotations matrix. The future work in [27] suggests
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using time of flight cameras for more efficient functioning. The
main focus of our work has been on developing an efficient system for avoiding obstacles in the environment along with the
generation of the warning field. The generation of the warning
field is developed with respect to the kinematics and dynamics of a differential drive robot. This means the warning field
is dependent on the velocity and turn angle. The robot is considered as a rectangle instead of a circular shape. The reason
for this being that a circular robot even though covers more
area for detecting obstacles, it becomes computationally more
expensive to do so. On the other hand a rectangular shape robot
can be used in which certain important contour points can be
located and checked for collision with an obstacle [40]. Hence
the warning field in our work is generated using the rectangular contour points on the robot
As mentioned earlier, the safety system of AGVs is very important in automation industries. For this purpose a lot research is
under process for making the AGVs more safe and reliable. The
recent research paper [48] discusses about how a warning field
is generated for a AGVs using the parameters such as velocity
and the heading of the vehicle. The work also uses a mathematical prover, Isabelle [41], for formally verifying the mathematical model proofs which were developed during the work. This
paper is the most relevant paper to our work. Here the work
done deals with generating a safety area for safe traverse of
an autonomous robot. This algorithm developed here has been
certified as a compliant with requirements of IEC 61508 up to
SIL 3 by TUV SUD. We closely follow the work here and try to
take some ideas as to how the algorithm works and the different problems in it. The algorithm considers the set of minimum
and maximum velocities and breaking distances of the robot as
an input and then using the concept of sphere swept convex
hulls, generate a set of points in front of the robot. Later grahams scan is used to determine the area of the warning field
generated. The use of convex hulls in our work is also carried
out in a similar way as is done in [48]. The convex hulls help in
having a closed form of representation for the warning field.
The work in[21] is more on developing three safety criteria,
which most dynamic moving robots forget to consider using
the Inevitable collision states (ICS). This helps us see whether
the robot actually violate the ICS or not.
Dynamics play an important role in the path planning and localization of a robot. Including the dynamics of the robots makes
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the localization more efficient. The work in [49] deals with Pioneer 3AT, a variant of the pioneer family of robots, to derive its
kinematics. The kinematic model is derived using the dynamics of the vehicle such as coefficient of restitution, friction etc.
Another work in this domain [32] provides a dynamic model
for the Pioneer 3DX robot.
To develop any system the basics of how a system needs to
be developed and how the mathematical model is built, is a
necessary step. In robotics, developing the kinematic model of
the robot is important. This gives us how the system would
behave. The study in [26] deals with the fundamental basis of
robotics which is kinematics. It provides all the related equations needed to calculate the angles and the Instantaneous Center of Rotation (ICR) along with the positions of the robots using the robot physical parameters such as wheel base and the
robot length. It also shows the equations for an articulated vehicle and how the kinematics for it is achieved. Since in our work
we use the Pioneer 3DX robot in the simulation environment
we need to know about the various parameters of the robot.
The document [43] is related to the physical dimensions of Pioneer 3DX which is useful in developing the kinematic model of
the robot.
1.2.3

Test Scenarios

The work by Roger Bostelman et al [12] describes the different
test cases/ scenarios that must be considered while designing
the safety system of AGVs. The paper address both line-of-sight
and non-line-of-sight conditions that exist within the environment, so that these conditions can be addressed first while designing the safety system of AGVs. These test cases are a set of
standard cases provided by National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST). The paper helps us understand the test scenarios in which an AGV must be tested. We test the designed
system by formulating test cases such as intersections and certain scenarios related to such places in the environment. The
testing of the algorithm developed in our work is done in a
simulator where we simulate using our mathematical model
for different scenarios of environment at intersections. Also we
test our robot according to the standard F45 test for AGV’s.
This standard is used to test whether an AGV can move from
the start to the goal within a narrow path surrounded by walls
without colliding with the walls. The reference [14] provides us
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with the F45 standard understanding. It also helps us define
the test cases under which the robot should be tested. The simulator chosen here is V-rep. There are many other robotics simulator choices available with the popular ones such as Webots
[2], Gazebo [1], Rviz (when using Robotic Operating System,
ROS) [16], etc. The survey paper [31] shows that V-rep is one of
the most used free robotics simulator software. The simulator
is chosen for its ease of use and varied models available in it
for building an environment. The paper [44] on the simulation
platform used in our work ,V-rep, gives a brief idea of what
functionality it has. V-rep is a general purpose robotic simulation framework which incorporates different control techniques.
This makes development of different scenarios and environments more facile.
1.3

summary of part 1

The current scenario to make AGVs move safely in dynamic
environments presents our motivation for this work. Next, the
relevant works in this field are presented which show that a
great amount of research in this field relating to obstacle/collision avoidance has been carried out. There have also been some
relevant works related to forklift trucks. This helps us define
our work of algorithm development to make the robot traverse
safely on a path without colliding with obstacles and testing
for scenarios using a simulation environment. We move on to
explaining our method of development in the following chapter.

Part II
METHODS AND DESIGN

2

METHODS AND DESIGN

To study the safety system of the AGVs our work focuses on
two-wheeled differential drive robots which are the most common type of mobile robots used indoor today. The Pioneer 3DX is one such type which is two-wheeled differential drive
and it is ideal for indoor environments. Also the Pioneer 3DX
is reliable and easy to use. This robot is used in the simulation
environment V-rep. The ease of programming a robot by using
the different API’s is provided by V-rep. The tool also provides
different sensors such as the SICK, Velodyne sensors etc. A 2D
laser is used, placed on top of the robot for sensing and measuring the obstacles and the distances to them in Vrep. Also
data from industrial AGV is used to compare the warning area
generated using adaptive method.
This section gives an explanation of the approach for the warning field generated and the motion model used. Also, the designed collision avoidance algorithm using the Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) is explained. The path tracking algorithm used here to follow a path is also described. The simulation test scenarios setup, evaluation of the work with other
methods and features related to simulation are also focused
upon.

Figure 1: Pioneer 3DX Differential Drive Robot
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Figure 2: Basic Modules of a Robotic System

2.1

robotic system

The safety system of mobile robots are of major concern in
robotics and thus there is an ever growing research in this field.
Since AGVs are most important part of industries, industrial
safety has become a major concern. The basic robotic system
consists of the modules as represented in Figure 2. Collision
avoidance is one of the most ongoing research topics today and
our work is related to this field and concerned with making the
AGVs detect and avoid colliding obstacles by creating an area
of warning field as they move along a pre-defined path. The
warning field generated has to take into account the dynamics
and kinematics of the robot. Hence the motion model of the
robot is also described here.
Detecting obstacles is nothing but checking for obstacles in the
robots next position along the path, either along a curve or a
straight line. The warning field is represented in a similar way.

2.2
2.2.1

vehicle model and kinematics
Vehicle Model:Circular vs Rectangular

The simplest vehicle models are points and circles but even
though they are computationally easy for collision detection,
they are often too inaccurate to be practical. The geometry of
the vehicle is crucial when implementing path planning and especially with collision avoidance. A circular model for a robot
or vehicle will require more clearance area than a rectangular
one. Also, on curved paths the computation of distances to the
inner points and outer points of a rectangular modelled robot
or vehicle is comparatively easy [40]. Figure 3 below represent this difference. Most vehicles are rectangular in shape and
hence we consider a rectangle shaped differential drive model
in our work. The inner radius and outer radius are given in

2.2 vehicle model and kinematics

Figure 3: Circular vs Rectangular Vehicle Model

Figure 4: Calculation of Inner and Outer Radius for a Rectangular
Vehicle

Equation 1 and Equation 2
Ri = Rt ∓ (W/2)
q
RO = (Rt ± (W/2))2 + (La )2

(1)
(2)

where Ri is the inner radius, RO is the outer radius, Rt the turn
radius, W the width of the robot, La is the axle length. This is
represented in Figure 4.
2.2.2

Forward Kinematics for Differential Drive Robot

A mobile robot on 2-dimensional surface has 2D pose (x,y,θ),
where (x,y) represents the robot position and θ is the heading
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Figure 5: ICC for a two wheeled differential Drive robot

of the robot. Using this information the motion of the robot
can be described. Since we are using two-wheeled differential
drive, the direction of motion of such robots are controlled by
controlling the left and right wheel speeds Vl and Vr separately.
The trajectory of the robot can be described by Instantaneous
Center of Curvature or Instantaneous Center of Rotation (ICC
or ICR). It is the point that lies along the common axis of left
and right wheels around which the robot rotates (provided Vr
6= Vl ).
Position of ICC varies as the left and right wheel speeds vary
and thus different trajectories for the robot can be obtained.
And since the rate of rotation ω, Figure 5, [17], about the ICC
must be the same for both the wheels[26], we have the following
equations, Equation 3 and Equation 4
l
ω(R + ) = Vr
2

(3)

l
ω(R − ) = Vl
(4)
2
Where, l is the length of wheel axis and R is the signed distance
between the midpoint of the wheel axis and ICC. R and ω can
be derived at any instance of time, Equation 5 and Equation 6
R=

l
2 (Vr

ω=

+ Vl )
Vr − Vl

(5)

Vr − Vl
l

(6)

And hence we can derive for the center of rotation, ICC using
basic trigonometry as in Equation 7
ICC = [XICC , YICC ] = [xc − R sin θc , yc + R cos θc ]

(7)

2.2 vehicle model and kinematics

where xc ,yc represent the midpoint of the robot wheel axle and
θc = arctan((yc -ycprev ),(xc -xcprev ))
Since the robot wheel speeds vary as they follow the pre-defined
path, the warning field should be able to adapt to the geometry
of the environment. The ICC is a key point for our algorithm
to generate the warning field as it helps to obtain the next position coordinates of the robot. Thus, the rotation around ICC
with the angular velocity ω for δt seconds yields the following
position of the robot at time, t+ δt given in Equation 8.

xnew
ynew

!

cos(ωδt) −sin(ωδt)

=

sin(ωδt)

!

x − XICC

!

y − YICC

cos(ωδt)

+

XICC

!

YICC

(8)
where x and y are current position of the robot. This equation
is used to generate the warning field for the robot at time t in
Section 2.6.
2.2.3

Kinematics for Straight line motion

The kinematic equations considered for straight line motions in
our work are as in Equation 9
X = F * RS + B * u


1 0 0 0 0





dt ∗ cos(θ)

(9)
0







dt ∗ sin(θ) 0 
0 1 0 0 0 






where, F = 
0
dt
 u=
0 0 1 0 0 B= 




0 0 0 0 0 

1
0
0 0 0 0 0

0

v

!

ω

1

RS= [x,y,θ,v,ω]
where RS is the current robot state with the pose and its
(v,ω), F is an identity matrix with the columns for (x,y,θ,v,ω), B
contains the equations used to obtain only the pose of the robot
at the current instant with the rows for (x,y,θ,v,ω), u is a matrix
for the (v,ω) of the robot. Equation 9 gives the next robot pose
parameters i.e., (x,y,θ) which are obtained for a prediction for a
certain time interval dt.
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2.3
2.3.1

handling obstacles
Obstacle Representation

In our work we consider obstacles as point obstacles with a certain radius around them. This is for the robot to stop at a safe
distance rather than coming into close collision proximity with
the obstacle. The dynamic obstacles are considered to be translating on a fixed path. Here in our work we do not know the
speed but instead we assume that we know the position information of the dynamic obstacles and the direction of traverse.
2.3.2

Dynamic Obstacles

Since in our work we assume that the dynamic obstacle also
follow certain path, the predicted position of the dynamic obstacle on the path is considered by computing the position of
the dynamic obstacle at a certain distance for a certain future
time interval from the current position of the dynamic obstacle,
i.e., eg. for a time of 4 seconds where would the position of the
dynamic obstacle be on the path. An area of the width of the
dynamic obstacle with some constant around predicted point
of the dynamic obstacle is checked against an area of width
of the robot plus some constant at the predicted position of the
robot on the given path for a certain simulation time and if they
intersect then the predicted position of the robot is considered
as a static obstacle until the distance between the dynamic obstacle and the considered static obstacle point increases. This is
represented in Figure 6 with the algorithm presented in Algorithmus 1.

2.3 handling obstacles

Figure 6: Dynamic Obstacle Consideration(a) Robot with Adaptive
Warning Field in motion with the circles representing the
predicted positions of the obstacle and robot (b) The collision point detected and the representation in red is considered as a static obstacle point (c) The robot allowing the
obstacle to pass(d) The reduced speed of the robot visible
by its adaptive velocity and the warning area size (e) The
static point now goes and the robot slowly starts moving (f)
The robot detects the dynamic obstacles contour and moves
slowly on its detection
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Result : Determining static point for dynamic obstacle
Area=width of robot+ radius of obstacle;
for Predicted position of robot on the path do
Mark the area of Area around the predicted position
as the intersection area;
if predicted position of obstacle at one time instant is
within the area of intersection then
Consider predicted position of robot as static
obstacle point;
if distance between the static point and dynamic
obstacle is increasing then
Remove the static point;
end
end
end
Algorithmus 1 : Pseudo code for Dynamic Obstacles
2.3.3

Distance to Obstacle

The author in [9] uses arc distance to the obstacles by analysing
whether the obstacle circle of radius equals to distance between
obstacle and ICC, intersect with the robot contour and if there
is any intersection then the arc distance from the intersection
point to the obstacle is considered. But in our work we use
the straight line euclidean distance to obstacle instead of the
arc distance. The reason we use this approach is that when the
robot moves along a pre-defined path points, the rotation of the
robot does not remain constant which makes the intersection of
obstacle circle with the robot contour to be fluctuating making
the obstacle sometimes on the collision path with the robot and
sometimes not. This makes it difficult to see whether the obstacle would collide with the robot or not. Also on sudden detection of the obstacle due to this fluctuations, the robot would not
be able to make a sudden change in its velocity since it decelerates at a certain fixed rate. This is discussed in Section 2.6.5.
2.4
2.4.1

path follower
Follow the Carrot

The path tracking algorithm used here to make the robot move
on a fixed path is follow the carrot algorithm [37]. The robot

2.4 path follower

is made to follow a fixed path by having a goal point in front
of it. The selection of this method is done for simplicity and its
better suitability to our work where path information is already
given and the robot has to follow the local goal point.
A path is nothing but a set of points that represent the position
of the path. Tracking deals with knowing the speed and steering settings of the robot to follow this path. This is a basic version of path tracking algorithm. The robot obtains a goal point
(carrot point) on the path and is made to reach it. The process is
like following a carrot, hence the name. The magnitude of turn
required to move to the goal point is given by the proportional
gain multiplied by the orientation error. The proportional control law aims at minimizing the distance between the robot and
the carrot point. Although derivative and integrative functions
increase the accuracy of the controller, proportional controller
are simple [37]. Figure 8, [37], depicts this simple algorithm.
In our case, the robot is expected to follow the global path and
without deviating from the path even in the presence of obstacles. For the robot to follow the global path, a local goal is defined at every interval. The local goal is selected based on the
concept of follow the carrot algorithm by creating waypoints
within the next time interval of the robot. Starting from the current position of the robot, all the global position points until
certain look-ahead distance (e.g. 0.3m) in the direction of goal
are considered as waypoints and the last waypoint among the
list of waypoints is considered as the local goal point. The look
ahead distance is a certain distance, L away from the vehicle position on the path. Increasing the value of L tends to reduce the
number of oscillations ensuring smooth tracking of the path.
However this will also cause the vehicle to cut corners reducing the tracking precision of curvy paths. Figure 7 depicts this.
From Figure 9 we see that the path error of the robot is very
less when this algorithm is used. Path error is calculated by
checking for difference between the original path points and
the points the robot is able to generate. The path error was
found to be at max 0.045 meters and min 1.267*e-5 meters.
2.4.2

Generation of Local Goal Point

The local goal point is selected among the given path points at
a certain look-ahead distance from the current position of the
robot. The pseudo code is given in Algorithmus 2
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Figure 7: Smaller vs Larger Look ahead distance

Figure 8: Follow the carrot algorithm

Figure 9: Minimum Path Error: Maximum: 0.045m, Minimum:
1.267*e-5m

2.5 dynamic window approach(dwa)
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Result : Local goal point
for Length of path do
1. Get all the path points within the look-ahead distance
from the current position of the robot.
2. Then get the index of the maximum distance point.
3. Make that index path point as local goal.
4. If distance between the current position of the robot and
the main goal point is less than the look-ahead distance
then make the main goal point as the local goal.
end
Algorithmus 2 : Pseudo-code for local goal generation
2.5
2.5.1

dynamic window approach(dwa)
Generation of (v,ω) using DWA

Since the path is considered as an arc path, the DWA is considered for the selection of motion commands of the robot. Here
the method is used with a path tracking algorithm and its objective function parameter values are adjusted, Equation 11, in
such a way that it does not select the alternate trajectory in the
presence of obstacles but instead it stays on the path and reduces its speed on detecting the obstacles until the obstacle is
moved or removed from the robots current trajectory. In general, the DWA works as follows: It prunes the overall search
space into a two dimensional space of circular trajectories. Then,
the search space is reduced to the admissible velocities allowing the robot to stop safely without collision with obstacles.
Finally, the dynamic window restricts the velocities that can be
reached within a short time interval given the limited acceleration limits of the robot. This way the dynamic constraints are
properly taken into account. The paper [20] explains the DWA
algorithm along with experimental results. Figure 10 a) [20] and
Figure 10 b), shows the search space which is reduced to only
the set of velocities that can be reached within the next time
interval. This reduction of search space is due to the limited
acceleration limits of the motors. The acceleration at time t are
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Figure 10: Velocity search space for DWA

(v̇, ω̇) and (va ,ωa ) are the actual velocities then the dynamic
window is defined as in Equation 10:
Vd = (v, ω)|v ∈ [va − v̇ ∗ t, va + v̇ ∗ t] ∧ ω ∈ [ωa − ω̇ ∗ t, ωa + ω̇ ∗ t]
(10)
All curvatures outside the dynamic window cannot be reached
within the next time interval. In the figure, Vs is the space of
possible velocities and area Vr (the current velocity) is the intersection of Vs ,Va the admissible velocities,Vd the dynamic window velocities.
The algorithm is divided and explained as follows:
1. Search Space: All the possible velocities in the search space
are deduced as:
• Circular Trajectories: The velocity search space has
pairs of translational and rotational velocities (v,ω).
• Admissible Velocities: A pair of (v,ω) is admissible if
it does not make the robot collide with an obstacle.
• Dynamic Window: The dynamic window restricts only
those pairs which can be reached in a certain given
time interval only given the acceleration limits of the
robot.
2. Optimization: The objective function is maximized to get
the best set of velocity pair (v,ω) that does not collide with
obstacles while it follows the predefined path.
G(v, ω) = α ∗ angle(v, ω)) + β ∗ dist(v, ω) + γ ∗ vel(v, ω)
(11)
• Target Heading: angle is the measure of the robot
heading towards the goal which is maximum if it is
directly heading towards the goal point.

2.5 dynamic window approach(dwa)

• Clearance: The dist is the shortest distance to an obstacle on the robots trajectory. The smaller the distance to the closest obstacle the more prone the robot
is to reduce its speed.
• Velocity: vel is the forward velocity of the robot.
These components of the objective function are normalized to
a range of [0,1] and locally smoothed. These three components,
in Equation 11, are necessary for the DWA. In a general scenario, by solely maximizing the clearance, β and velocity, γ,
the robot would drive into free space whereas by only maximizing the target heading, α, the robot would get stopped by
an obstacle. So these parameters together are adjusted in a way
that the robot would be able to stay on the path by maximizing
its velocity without any collision with the obstacles. The effect
in change of these parameters values results in the robot to behave differently than expected which is shown in later sections.
The Algorithmus 3 explains this concept.
Result : v,ω
begin
DWA(robotPose,robotGoal,robotmodel);
laserscan=readScanner();
allowableV=generatewindow(robotV,robotmodel);
allowableW=generatewindow(robotW,robotmodel);
for each vt in allowableV do
for each ot in allowableW do
heading=headingdiff(robotPose,goalPose,vt,ot)
dist=find dist(vt,ot,laserscan,robotmodel);
stopdist=calculateStopdist(vt);
vel = abs(vt);
if dist>stopdist then
eval=[vt,ot,heading,dist,vel]
end
end
end
cost=objectiveFunction(eval);
index=Max(cost);
best-v=eval[index][0];
best-ω=eval[index][1];
end
Algorithmus 3 : Pseudo-Code for DWA
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2.6

warning field

The warning field is an area in front of the robot that considers
any possible obstacle in that area and makes the robot stop or
move slowly on detecting the obstacle. This area can be developed to make it adaptive to the environment. The current system considers a static protection area and warning field area
where the discrete areas are set and the obstacle is checked for
within this area. Previous works in this domain describe the development of a warning field [48]. Our work involves developing the warning field by taking the robot path in consideration
making the field more adaptive in nature. Also the work in [9]
considers a different approach when considering obstacles in
the robots path. This is like a warning system for the robot to
avoid collisions. These methods are discussed in the following
subsections.
2.6.1

Length of Warning Field

The length of the warning field is the maximum distance where
we look for obstacles. We consider a value for this length and it
is calculated as in Equation 12
Adaptive Warning Field:
d = f(V) ∗ t + k

(12)

where d is the length of the warning field, f(V) is the current
robot velocity, t is the time interval for which we calculate the
warning field and k is some constant.
2.6.2

Static Warning and Protection Fields

This warning and protection fields considers a set of discrete
rectangular areas and these areas are hard-coded into the robot
as the function of user-defined (v, w) sets.
Today there are 16 sets of discrete static warning and protection fields in the AGVs which fail to consider the obstacles
before it is too late and this is shown in following sections.
Here for the convenience we have hard-coded 12 sets of static
fields and few among them are shown in the Figure 11. We
can see here that the warning and protection fields extends
along length and width, if the current (v, ω) are in range of
pre-defined (v, w) sets. The equations pertaining to the warning

2.6 warning field

Figure 11: Static Warning Field Representation with different sizes depending on v and ω.
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and protection field generation are as in Equation 13 and Equation 14.
Xnew = cos(θ) ∗ X1 − sin(θ) ∗ Y1 + X

(13)

Ynew = sin(θ) ∗ X1 + cos(θ) ∗ Y1 + Y

(14)

where Xnew ,Ynew are the corner positions of the rectangular
static warning field, X,Y,θ are the current robot pose and X1 ,Y1
for four corners of rectangular static warning and protection
fields are as in Equation 15 and Equation 16
X1 = M

(15)

Y1 = M

(16)

where M is a user-defined constant.
2.6.3

Adaptive Warning Field

The adaptive warning field is a warning field that takes into the
dynamics, kinematics and shape of the robot into consideration.
The warning field that we design in our work also considers the
path information. In warehouses AGVs are supposed to move
on predefined paths. We take this path information into consideration for a certain time interval and using this we generate the
warning field. Basically the warning field is generated using the
path pose. The advantage in doing so is that only obstacles that
come along the robot path are considered rather than considering all the detected obstacles. This is represented in Figure 12.
The figure shows the original path in green and the robot current position coordinate in blue. The duplicate paths are the
path points obtained using the original path pose. These are
placed by considering the width of the robot in addition to a
constant value on either side of the original path. The selected
duplicate path points in red is the area selected for the warning
area. Since the robot shape is taken into consideration the field
is computed by enclosing the selected duplicated path points
and the robot contour points into a convex hull. The duplicate
path points are calculated as in Equation 17 and Equation 18.
Xnew = cos(θ) ∗ X1 − sin(θ) ∗ Y1 + X

(17)

Ynew = sin(θ) ∗ X1 + cos(θ) ∗ Y1 + Y

(18)

where Xnew ,Ynew are the duplicate path points on either side,
X,Y,θ are the current robot pose, X1 ,Y1 are distances on either

2.6 warning field
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Figure 12: Adaptive Warning Field Representation

side of the original path where duplicate paths are generated.
The pseudo code is given in Algorithmus 4.
Result : Adaptive Warning Field Generation
begin
1. Duplicate the path on either side of the
robot.Equation 17,Equation 18
2. Find the current index of the robot position on the path.
3. Starting from the current index consider all the duplicate
path points which fall under the warning field length.
4. Pass these points to convex hull to obtain the required
warning field.
end
Algorithmus 4 : Pseudo-code for Adaptive Warning Field
Generation
2.6.4

Täubig Method of Warning Field Generation

The work done in [48] explains the generation of the warning
field. The work involves generating the warning field based on
the final predicted positions of the robot for a certain time interval for different sets of v and ω. The Figure 13 shows how
this is done. Here the robot traverses on the path and the warning field is represented by the final estimated positions of the
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Figure 13: Täubigs Warning Field Representation

robot for the current set of v and ω pair(shown in red within
the warning area) for the actual time interval for which it is
predicted. Since the robot shape is also considered the field includes entire area of the vehicle. These points are then fed to
convex hull to obtain the outer most points to represent the
required warning field.
2.6.5

Schlegel Method of Warning Field Generation

The paper [9] by Schlegel etal provides a method for considering obstacles in the robots path. This concept is utilized as a
warning field for the robots as suggested in [9]. A circle with
the center as the ICC and radius as the the distance to the obstacle from ICC is considered and checked for any intersection
with the robot shape at any point. Then only those obstacles
whose circle intersects with the robot contour are considered
and finally arc distance between the point of intersection on
the robot and the corresponding obstacle is calculated. Based
on this information the robot adjusts its velocity in order to
avoid collisions. This concept is shown in Figure 14. In the figure obsR represents the obstacle radius, ICC is the ICC of the
robot, and IP are the intersection points on the robot. The figure shows a robot on a curved path.

2.6 warning field

Figure 14: Schlegels Warning Field Representation

Figure 15: Circular Warning Field Representation

2.6.6

Circular Warning field Generation

This method of warning field generation considers a circle of
certain radius around the robot as the warning field. The area
is checked for obstacles by calculating the distance to them by
using the following Equation 19
q
dist = ((Xc − Xo )2 + (Yc − Yo )2 ) − k
(19)
where dist is the distance to the obstacle, k is the considered radius of the obstacle as mentioned in Section 2.3.1, Xc ,Yc are the
robot positions, and Xo ,Yo are the obstacle positions. Figure 15
represents the method. R represents the static radius area.
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2.7

algorithm developed for adaptive warning field
generation

The algorithm developed here is shown below. The Algorithmus 5 shows the steps used to obtain the Adaptive Warning
Field.
Result : Follow the path without colliding with obstacles
Inputs: Simulation Time,dt;
Shape of the robot;
Length and width of robot, L and W;
Max_Velocity, Max_Rotation
Max_Acceleration_Deceleration of Velocity
Max_Acceleration_Deceleration of Rotation;
Original path points to follow;
while Reached the goal do
Duplication of path points on either side of the path;
Generate set of contour points for the shape of the
robot;
Find inner and outer radius of the robot;
Obtain ICC;
Generate the warning field;
Obtain obstacle information:
• Static Obstacles: Find the eucledian distance from the
robot to each obstacle.
• Dynamic Obstacle
– Check whether dynamic obstacle intersects with the
path of the robot at a certain simulation time
– If it intersects then consider that intersection point
as static point until the obstacle passes that point.
Generate local goal point;
Use DWA to generate (v,ω);
end
Algorithmus 5 : Algorithm
2.8

test cases and evaluation

The following test cases are designed to test our method, on
a Pioneer 3DX robot. We design the test case for an intersection area in a simulated environment. The area is also plot in
python using matplotlib [29]. One of the tests is carried out in
Vrep [18] using the python API function list. In our work we

2.8 test cases and evaluation

also test our method by making the robot move in a narrow
lane, which complies with a standard safety test used for testing AGV’s known as F45 [14]. Another test that we carry out is
that of a follower robot. We also compare between the warning
fields developed by [48], Section 2.6.4, and our implementation.
Also we check our method with the current industrial system
of static warning field, Section 2.6.2. A test for the distance to
obstacle considered in [9], Section 2.6.5, is also performed. We
test our method developed on real industrial data for a simple scenario such as a path follower. The evaluation function
parameters of the DWA play a very important in making the
robot select v and ω. Hence tuning of these parameters is crucial in making the robot stop or move. We consider two set
of evaluation parameters to compare and test our method. All
these test cases are discussed below with the relevant figures in
the results section.
2.8.1

Evaluation of Adaptive Warning Field Method with other Warning Field Generation Methods

2.8.1.1 Static vs Adaptive Warning Field
This test is designed to see how the behaviour of robot with
static warning field varies from a robot with adaptive warning
field. A simple test where this can be checked is when a robot
following a path encounters an obstacle at the corner of the
turning path. When the robot has the adaptive warning field,
it should be able to detect the obstacle when it is close to the
turning corner of the path. On the other hand when the same
obstacle is encountered with a static warning field, it is not
detected until the robot is very close to the obstacle and hence
makes a sudden stop. The results section describe the details of
the obtained output.
2.8.1.2 Täubig vs Adaptive Warning Field
This test is designed to compare the warning field generation
method designed in [48] by Täubig etal and the adaptive warning field generation method designed in our work. The method
in [48], as discussed in Section 2.6.4, is designed using the velocity and angle change of the robot and predicting the robot
position for a certain period of time aong these angles and then
considering these predicted positions for the maximum and the
minimum angle change. This area is considered as the warning
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field. We consider a similar scenario as done for static and dynamic field comparisons. The expected result is that the robot
should reduce its speed and move when it detects the obstacle
when using our method and when using the method in [48], it
stops suddenly and then moves with reduced speed.
2.8.1.3 Schlegel Method of Warning Field
The method used by Schlegel in [9] describes how the distance
to the obstacle is calculated. This is how the obstacles are detected and the vehicle tries to stop using the DWA approach.
We design a simple test to see that this method does not help us
in establishing whether an obstacle is in the robots path or not.
The reason being there are fluctuations in this detection scheme
resulting in the obstacle getting detected at one instant and not
getting detected in the immediate next instant. This makes the
robot to stop or even collide with the obstacle abruptly. This
test is set in python and plotted in matplotlib.
2.8.1.4 Circular vs Adaptive Warning Field
This test compares the circular method of warning field generation with the adaptive method developed here. The robot is
made to move on a straight path and take a turn, with two obstacles at the corner of the path. When the adaptive field is used,
the robot must detect only the obstacle in its path rather than
considering all the obstacles at the corner. On using a circular
warning field the robot must detect all the obstacles within its
circular area of detection of obstacles. The results for this are
described in Chapter 3.
2.8.1.5 Evaluation Function Parameters for DWA
The evaluation function parameters are the most important parameters when designing the DWA. The α, β and γ parameters
determine how smoothly the robot traverses in the environment. We use two different set of values for these evaluation
functions and test it for a path follower case. The results are
shown in Chapter 3.
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Figure 16: Intersection Scenario with the dots showing critical collision points

2.8.2

Test Cases

2.8.2.1 Intersection
The intersection is one very important area in any environment
since it is a critical point especially warehouses, where many vehicles and obstacles such as humans, etc cross each other. Also
there is more chance of accidents to take place, sometimes due
to partial visibility of robots coming towards the intersection.
In our work we consider our robot with the algorithm on it and
another robot as an obstacle which moves along a path in the intersection. The robots are Pioneer 3DX. The robots are made to
follow predefined paths. The paths are designed as points connecting each other and the robots are made to follow the path.
Both the robots are designed as rectangular robots and are run
at simulation time in python’s matplotlib. The robot with the
algorithm on it, is observed. The expected output of this test
case should be that as our robot and the obstacle (other robot)
approach the intersection, our robot must reduce its speed gradually based on the distance to dynamic obstacle and allow the
other robot to pass and later move with an increased speed.
This scenario is depicted in the figures in the results chapter.
We also must observe whether our robot halts suddenly giving
a jerk or halts by reducing its speed smoothly if necessary. Figure 16 shows all the paths we are interested in the intersection
area.
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Figure 17: Narrow Space Traverse:F45

2.8.2.2 Standard F45
We also test our method in the standard F45 test designed for
making AGV’s safe[14]. This standard provides a docking procedure provided for AGv’s of different sizes. The test involves
making the AGV move from a start location to a goal location
within a confined narrow path with walls beside the path. The
procedure tests whether the AGV is able to traverse safely to the
goal location without colliding with the walls. The size of this
test apparatus(walls) depends on the size of the robot. These
sizes are defined in the standard F45 document, which specifies varying lengths of walls based on the AGV size. The test
apparatus is configured by multiple of 1.2 meters by 2.4 meters
flat panels and can vary as 2.4 m by 2.4m, 3.6m by 3.6 m or
other sizes using multiples of 1.2m as length of the sides. This
size must be large enough for the AGV to traverse from the
start to the goal. For large sized AGVs the total length of the
test scenario must be 100m, for medium sized AGVs it must be
15m and for small sized AGVs it must be 5m [13]. The length
of the trajectory that the robot traverses is 15m in our case. We
test for this case in python by making the robot with our algorithm move through a narrow path by giving it the start and
goal point. The robot should pass with ease without colliding
with the walls. This scenario is also depicted in the results section. The Figure 17 shows the experimental setup for the narrow path traverse.
2.8.2.3 Follow Me
Here our robot is made to follow another robot. This is achieved
by matching the speed of the robot in front. We test this case
since it shows us whether our robot is able to follow another

2.8 test cases and evaluation

Figure 18: "Follow Me" Scenario

obstacle or robot by adapting to its speed. This is crucial since it
helps to move a group of vehicles/robots/AGV’s at once. This
can be useful to move the robots in and out of industrial environments in a large number. The test that we carry out is along
a straight/ curved path in the environment. Here we observe
the speeds of our robot and the robot in front and plot the
graph of distance travelled vs the velocity for both robots. This
test should result in our robot following the robot in front. See
Figure 18. This scenario is shown with figures in Chapter 3.
2.8.3

Simulation in Vrep

The simulation platform, Vrep [18], is used to see how the robot
behaves in a scenario when used with the adaptive warning
field method. A simulation environment is cost effective and
provides results which can be considered if a real demonstration on a robot needs to be done. This helps save time in incorporating the method on a robot and also helps to test the
method for any problems in its working before doing an actual implementation. The setup for testing here is similar to the
intersection scenario used in test cases Figure 34. We use test
case 1 of the intersection scenario as shown in Figure 34 in Section 3.1.2.1 and design it in the simulator. The setup is shown
in the Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Vrep Scenario Set up as an Intersection

Figure 20: Industry Data showing the AGV path traversal using Static
Warning and Protection fields in a industry environment.

2.8.4

Using Industry Data for testing the adaptive warning field
method

The industry data available here has been provided by a company. The data is from a test run of an AGV in a test setup.
The data represent the path positions the AGV traverses using
a static protection and warning field on this path. This is represented in Figure 20. For our work we extract the AGV pose
and take this information to generate the path points. Later

2.9 summary of part 2

we run our robot in python using adaptive warning field to
see how the warning field looks like on this test path. We use
two approaches of enclosing the warning field. First, we use a
convex hull to enclose the path points with the robots contour.
Next, we run the robot without using the convex hull to enclose the points i.e., a constant value on the side of the robot
to enclose it completely. The difference in velocities using these
two methods is compared. The method using a fixed distance
constant to the side of the robot, should be better in traversing
the path from the industry data than the method which uses
convex hull. The reason being that if the robot uses convex hull
then if there are obstacles on elliptical curve paths, the robot
reduces its speed and starts moving slowly. This increases the
clearance time of the robot. The clearance time is nothing but
the time required to make the robot pass by an obstacle. To
make quick movements the obstacle only slightly close to the
path and the robot must be considered since these are the only
obstacle the robot must be concerned with. Hence the method
with a constant side clearance works well.
2.9

summary of part 2

The methods and design section explains the concepts used in
our work. The kinematics and the reason for choosing rectangular robot shape are discussed. Also the algorithm for determining motion commands i.e., DWA, and path tracking i.e., follow
the carrot, are described. The previous works related to warning field generation and our method of implementation are also
discussed and explained. We provide the set up for the test
cases designed for our work and the evaluation cases whose
results are discussed in the next chapter. Lastly we discuss the
Industry data and how it is used in our work, with the results
described in the following chapter.
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The algorithm for the safe traverse of the robot on a given path
is implemented and tested on Pioneer 3DX differential drive
robot. The method is specifically tested for an intersection scenario since intersection area is a complex situation where most
collisions are likely to happen, [15], and hence it needs to be
considered for safe traverse.
Initially the experiments are conducted in python environment
and plots are obtained using matplotlib [29].
The values of model parameters for the Pioneer 3DX robot that
are used in our work are : maximum velocity as 1 m/s, maximum rotation as 20 degrees/s and maximum translational and
rotational acceleration/deceleration that are required for dynamic window are ±0.2m/s2 and ±50degree/s2 .
We have compared the adaptive warning field method with the
other methods used for warning field generation based on the
number of obstacles detected and the time required to reach
the goal point.
Then, we recorded certain paths for the intersection area, five
test cases to be exact, and asked the robot to follow these paths
using the algorithm described in Chapter 2. In our work we
have considered another robot as a dynamic obstacle which
also follows a given specific path. The testing scenarios for the
intersection using the above constraints are carried out and are
shown in the following section.
3.1

test cases and evaluation

The scenarios used here are to show the robot motion using the
algorithm at an intersection. The Figure 34 to Figure 38 show
these test cases. The highlighted paths in blue represent the
path which the robots would follow. From these simulations we
see that the robot with our algorithm reduces its speed when
it detects the other robot which is considered as a dynamic
obstacle. Figure 40 shows that our robot follows the dynamic
obstacle (the other robot). The corresponding graphs represent
the plot of the distance travelled vs velocity. From this graph
it is evident that our robot velocity (red in graph) follows the
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other robot (blue) by matching its speed. Figure 39 shows the
standard procedure where AGV’s must be tested before being
incorporated. Our robot maneuvers smoothly in this set up and
goes from the start point to the goal point without any collision
with the walls. One of these test scenarios is also checked for
safe traverse in a simulator, V-Rep, as shown in the Figure 41.
From this figure we can observe that as the dynamic obstacle
approaches, the robot slows down and increases its speed as
distance to obstacle increases i.e., the robot adapts its speed
according to the obstacle information.
3.1.1

Evaluation of Adaptive Warning Field Method with other Warning Field Generation Methods

The evaluation of the adaptive method of warning field generation and the previous works related to warning field generation
are based on the total number of necessary obstacles which are
detected and taken for consideration, the total time taken to
reach a goal point on the given path, the number of sudden
stops the robot makes and whether the robot is able to reach
the goal point or not. The robot is made to run on a path from
a start point to the goal point. This path is depicted to have
around 19 obstacles around the path and the robot is made to
run by using different warning field methods and compared
with the adaptive method of warning field based on the criterion mentioned above. The following sections give a description
of these comparisons.
3.1.1.1 Static vs Adaptive Warning Field
The static method of warning field generation constitutes discrete sets of warning and protection fields for different scenarios. The static warning field is tested with two constant values
used for computing the area of the warning field. One is 0.1 and
the other is 0.3. We check whether the robot is able to reach the
goal using these values for its warning field. The adaptive warning field method utilizes path points to traverse the path. It is
compared with the static to see how the robot behaves. This is
explained in the following points.
1. Total Number of Detected Obstacles.
The total number of detected obstacles when the robot
uses adaptive warning field is 3 whereas the total number
of obstacles detected when using a static warning field

3.1 test cases and evaluation

(a)

(b)

Figure 21: (a) Adaptive Warning Field with velocity plot and detected
obstacles plot (b) Static Warning Field with velocity plot
and detected obstacles plot

is 4. Using an adaptive warning field only the obstacles
which are in the robots path and which need to be considered are taken into account. The static warning field
detects 4 obstacles, where one obstacle on the left is taken
into account (Figure 21b), which does not concern the
robots path of motion.These are presented in the Table 1.
2. Time taken to reach the goal.
The time taken by the robot to reach the goal with an
adaptive warning field is approximately 287 seconds of
simulation time, Table 1. The robot with a static warning
field is able to reach the goal in approximately 529 seconds of simulation time. The adaptive warning field is
more effective in reaching the goal in less time.
3. Number of sudden Stops.
The robot with the adaptive warning field does not encounter any sudden stops in the time it traverses the path
as in Figure 23. The robot with the static warning field
on the other hand encounters many sudden emergency
stops, approximately 30 to 32 stops, as is depicted in Figure 21b with red dots shown in the velocity vs time plot.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 22: (a) Static Warning Field with velocity plot and detected
obstacles plot (b) Static Warning Field with velocity plot
showing the sudden stop of robot (c) Robot increasing its
velocity (d) Static Warning Field with velocity plot showing another emergency stop of the robot.

4. Failure to reach the goal.
The robot with the Adaptive Warning Field on it, reaches
the goal point safely without any emergency stops.
On the other hand the robot which uses a static warning
field encounters problems while reaching the goal point.
This is discussed below:
• Static Warning Field with a constant size of 0.1:
The robot is able to reach the goal, which is the end
of the path. The problem here is that the robot makes
many sudden or emergency stops as seen in the Figure 22 and Figure 21b.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 23: (a) Adaptive Warning Field with velocity plot and detected
obstacles plot (b) Adaptive Warning Field with velocity
plot showing there are no sudden stops of robot (c) Robot
passing through obstacle with reduced velocity as shown
in the velocity plot (d) Robot at the goal point.

• Static Warning Field with a constant size of 0.3:
The robot uses a static warning field with 0.3 as a
constant in addition with its contour. When using
this value the robot fails to reach the goal location.
The reason here being that the robot detects obstacles
and stops as is shown in Figure 24. The robot makes
many sudden stops and fails to increase its velocity.
Every time the velocity falls to zero, shown in red
in the velocity vs time graph. The robot stops after
approximately above 400 seconds of simulation time.
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Figure 24: Static Warning Field with 0.3 as a constant for the warning
field size.

3.1.1.2 Täubig vs Adaptive Warning Field
Since the warning field generated by Täubig [48] works purely
depending on the current motion (v,ω) commands, with this
information, it fails to consider the obstacles early enough at
the curves so that the robot velocity could be adjusted in such
a way as to avoid collision with the obstacles but the adaptive
warning field which is generated using the path information
enables to consider obstacles early enough to avoid collision.
The evaluation of both these methods are done in a similar way
as in Section 3.1.1.1.
1. Total Number of Detected Obstacles.
The working of the adaptive warning field system is the
same as mentioned in the previous section i.e., Section 3.1.1.1.
The warning field generation method provided by Täubig
etal which is used on the robot in our simulations is able
to detect 4 obstacles out of the 19 obstacles. The details are
provided in Table 1. In Figure 25a and Figure 25b the plots
of velocity vs time and the number of obstacles detected
for the whole run of the robot on the path are shown. The
robot should be able to detect only the concerned obstacles in its path and consider only them. Hence the Täubigs
Method considers more obstacles than what the Adaptive
Method considers.
2. Time taken to reach the goal.
The time taken by the robot to reach the goal with an
adaptive warning field is the same as mentioned in Section 3.1.1.1. The robot with Täubigs warning field is able
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(a)

(b)

Figure 25: (a) Adaptive Warning Field with velocity plot and detected
obstacles plot (b) Täubig Warning Field with velocity plot
and detected obstacles plot

to reach the goal in approximately 308 seconds of simulation time. The adaptive warning field is approximately
20 seconds faster in reaching the goal. These are given in
Table 1.
3. Number of sudden Stops.
The robot with the adaptive warning field does not encounter any sudden stops in the time it traverses the path
(Figure 23). The robot with Täubigs warning field encounters 3 sudden emergency stops as is depicted in Figure 26
with red dots in the velocity vs time plot. This happens
when the robot detects the obstacles and thinks that it is
too close to them.
4. Failure to reach the goal.
The robot using Täubigs warning field is successful in
reaching the goal point on the path. This can be seen in
Figure 25b where we see the robot at the end of the path.
3.1.1.3 Circular vs Adaptive Warning Field
The Circular Warning Field and the Adaptive Warning Field are
evaluated based on the same criterion as done for the previous
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 26: (a) Täubigs Warning Field with velocity plot and detected
obstacles plot (b) The velocity vs time plot shows the velocity increase after s sudden stop (c) Robot encounters
another obstacle and stops (d) Another obstacle detected
in the warning field and the robot makes a sudden stop.

above methods. The robot with the circular warning field considers all the obstacles and is able to traverse safely to the goal
point. The following points describe the different conditions for
which we check the working of the warning field.
1. Total Number of Detected Obstacles.
The Circular Warning Field generation method detects all
the 19 obstacles. The details are provided in Table 1. In
Figure 27a and Figure 27b the plots of velocity vs time
and the number of obstacles detected for the whole run
of the robot on the path are shown.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 27: (a) Adaptive Warning Field with velocity plot and detected
obstacles plot (b) Circular Warning Field with velocity plot
and detected obstacles plot

2. Time taken to reach the goal.
The time taken to reach the goal point at the end of the
path when the robot uses a Circular Warning Field is approximately 360.65 seconds of simulation time. The details can be seen in Table 1. The robot is comparatively
slower in reaching its goal than when the robot uses adaptive warning field.
3. Number of sudden Stops.
There are no sudden stops encountered by the robot when
using the circular warning field. The Circular method gives
us a good result in terms of safe traverse to the goal
point. The circular method considers all the obstacles in
the warning area. The velocity does not drop to zero suddenly and there is smooth decrease in velocity when obstacle is detected. Figure 28 depicts the movement of the
robot till the goal point.
4. Failure to reach the goal.
The robot with a circular warning field is successfully able
to reach the goal point without any problems. Figure 27b.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 28: (a) Circular Warning Field on detecting all the obstacles
with decrease in velocity (b) The Circular Warning Field
when the robot turns (c) The robot moving towards the
goal point (d) The robot at the goal point without any sudden stops.

3.1.1.4 Schlegel Method vs Adaptive Warning Field
It is observed that the Schlegel method fails to consider the
obstacle unless the obstacle is too close to the robot and this
sudden appearance makes the robot difficult to adjust its velocity without collision, but the Adaptive Warning method is able
to consider the obstacles early enough so that the robot can adjust its velocity based on distance to obstacle to avoid collision.
This can be observed in the Figure 29 where our method detects
the obstacle early enough than the Schlegel method. The comparison between Schlegel Method’s performance and Adaptive
Warning Method is discussed as follows.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 29: (a) Adaptive Warning Field with velocity plot and detected
obstacles plot (b) Schlegels Method of Warning Field with
velocity plot and detected obstacles plot

1. Total Number of Detected Obstacles.
The Schlegels method detects all the 19 obstacles on the
full run of the robot. This is shown in Figure 29b
2. Time taken to reach the goal.
The time taken to reach the goal point using Schlegels
Method is approximately 328.90 seconds of simulation
time. The details can be seen in Table 1. The robot is
slow to move towards the goal point since it encounters
many obstacle radius’ and the intersection points created
by these fluctuate, sometimes making the robot in the collision path with an obstacle and sometimes completely
missing the obstacle. Hence the robot takes more time to
reach the goal.
3. Number of sudden Stops.
There are 3 sudden stops encountered by the robot. This
is due to the fact that the method thinks that the robot is
close to these obstacles and hence the sudden reduction
in velocity. It can be seen from the velocity plot that the
method does consider some obstacles continuously but
fails to consider the others continuously. Hence the fluctuations in velocity. This is shown in Figure 30. The figure
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 30: (a) The robot with Schlegels Warning Field Method when
detects an obstacle (b) The drop in robot velocity to zero
as shown in the velocity plot (c) The robot with increased
velocity after the sudden stop (d) The robot encounters a
sudden stop which is reflected in its velocity plot.

shows 2 of the three sudden stops encountered by the
robot.
4. Failure to reach the goal.
The robot successfully reaches the goal point when it uses
the Schlegels Warning Field Method. The details are shown
in Figure 29b. Table 1 provides the details of the test run
3.1.1.5 Comparison of Warning Field Generation Methods
Table 1 provides the comparison between the above discussed
warning field generation methods based on the total number

3.1 test cases and evaluation
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Warning Field Generation Methods and their Evaluation
Methods

Total No. of ob- Total No. of De- Simulation
stacles in envi- tected obstacles Time in seconds
ronment
required
to
reach the goal

Adaptive Warning Field

19

3

287.28 s

Static Warning
Field[0.1]*

19

4

529.030 s

Static Warning
Field[0.3]*

19

6

Fails to reach
goal

Circular Warning Field

19

19

360.65 s

Täubig

19

5

308.484 s

Schlegel

19

19

328.90 s

Table 1: Table showing comparison of different Warning Field Generation Systems. *The different sizes of Static Warning Field used

of obstacles that can be detected and the total time required to
reach the goal point.
The robot is run on similar path with five different environment test set ups. This is shown in Figure 31. The obstacles are
considered at different locations and the robot is tested using
the different warning field methods in these test scenes. The
average time required to compute the tasks is calculated and is
shown in Table 2 and Table 3. The use of different positions of
obstacles is done to test whether the Adaptive Warning Field
method is better than the other methods in different scenarios.
It is found that the average time required by the robot to reach
the goal point is less when an Adaptive Warning Field is used
and this is good since the robot considers only the necessary
obstacles in its path. Table 4 shows the mean time and standard deviation calculated in seconds for the robot in the five
test set ups required to reach the goal. The amount of obstacles
detected in these five tests is shown in the form of percentage.
From the mean times it is evident that the robot when uses the
Adaptive Warning field is able to reach the goal quickly. The
Circular method is not suitable for an environment with clustered obstacles. The Schlegels method is not good when the
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path is uneven i.e., when path is not continuously straight. The
Täubigs method fails in earlier detection of obstacles. The Static
method on the other hand fails to reach the goal since it stops
on detecting obstacles in it path.
3.1.1.6 Evaluation Parameters of DWA
Figure 32 and Figure 33 show the behaviour of the robot, with
an adaptive warning field, on a path with a static obstacle
close to the path, with different evaluation parameters respectively. The respective velocity graphs are also plotted for the
robot. Here two set of evaluation parameters are used for testing among which evaluation parameter 1(Evp1) is used in the
algorithm. The α, β, γ values are important in determining the
weights on the heading or the distance or the velocity component respectively. The objective function in Equation 11 determines this. We choose these values by referring the values used
in the work in [20] and try to adjust them for our scenarios.
EvP1: [10, 0.03, 0.003]
EvP2: [1, 0.1, 0.2].
From Figure 32 we observe that the robot using the first set of
evaluation parameters moves slowly on detecting the obstacle
and then after passing by, it increases its velocity and all this
happens with the robot staying on the path i.e the robot does
not choose an alternate trajectory on the detection of the obstacle but instead it passes the obstacle by adjusting its velocity.
The velocity profile plotted for the robot shows this. This behaviour of the robot is preferred in the current situation where
the path information is provided and the obstacle is close to
the path. Similarly, for a different set of evaluation parameters
the result is shown in Figure 33 with the velocity vs distance
graph. Here we observe that the robot behaviour is different
than the previous values of EvP1, when it comes close to the
obstacle. The robot tries to steer away from the path and turns
as is shown by the green lines in front of the robot. The speed
does not completely drop but reduces only by a small amount
and then robot continues to drive with an increased velocity.
In Figure 32 the robot is able to smoothly decrease it velocity
and drive slowly near the obstacle and on curves which is necessary for safe traverse, whereas in Figure 33 the robot drives
with an increased velocity. The green lines appearing in front
of the robot in both the figures shows the current motion commands (v,ω) of the robot.
The tuning of the evaluation parameters α, β, γ Equation 11,
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Figure 31: Evaluation Test Set ups for comparing different Warning
Field Methods
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Evaluation of Warning Field Generation Methods for 5 test setups
Methods

Total No. of ob- Total No. of De- Average Simulastacles in 5 envi- tected obstacles tion Time in secronments
onds required to
reach the goal

Adaptive Warning Field
(a)

19

3

(b)

12

2

(c)

6

None

(d)

9

4

(e)

7

3

(a)

19

4

(b)

12

1

(c)

6

3

(d)

9

1

(e)

7

1

(a)

19

6

(b)

12

2

(c)

6

1e

(d)

9

1

(e)

7

1

(a)

19

19

(b)

12

11

(c)

6

5

(d)

9

5

(e)

7

7

289.86 s

Static Warning
Field[0.1]*

213.084 s and
stops
Only in (a) and
(c) reaches goal.

Static Warning
Field[0.3]*

86s and stops
Fails to reach
goal in all

Circular Warning Field

405.42s

Table 2: Table showing comparison of different Warning Field Generation Systems for test set ups (a) to (e). *The different sizes of
Static Warning Field used
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Evaluation of Warning Field Generation Methods for 5 test setups
Methods

Total No. of ob- Total No. of De- Average Simulastacles in 5 envi- tected obstacles tion Time in secronments
onds required to
reach the goal

Täubig
(a)

19

5

(b)

12

4

(c)

6

4

(d)

9

3

(e)

7

4

(a)

19

19

(b)

12

12

(c)

6

6

(d)

9

9

(e)

7

7

334.8028s

Schlegel

302.764 s

Table 3: cont.Table showing comparison of different Warning Field
Generation Systems for test set ups (a) to (e). *The different
sizes of Static Warning Field used

Methods

Total No. of ob- Percentage
stacles in 5 tests ofDetected
obstacles(%)

Time to reach
goal in s
Mean |Std.Dev

Adaptive

53

22.64

289.86| 81.81

Static[0.1]

53

18.86

—–

Static[0.3]

53

37.73

—–

Circular

53

88.67

405.42| 100.768

Täubigs

53

37.73

334.80| 66.658

Schlegels

53

100

302.76| 23.279

Table 4: Different Warning Field Methods with their respective mean
time and std. deviation in seconds
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Figure 32: EvP1:Behaviour of Path follower Robot. (a) The robot with
the Adaptive Warning Field detects the obstacle (b) As the
obstacle is detected the velocity reduces as seen in the velocity vs distance plot (c) The robot moves with a reduced
speed since the obstacle is close to the robot and path (d)
The velocity increases as the robot passes by the obstacle

3.1 test cases and evaluation

Figure 33: EvP2:Behaviour of Path follower Robot. (a) The robot with
the Adaptive Warning Field and EvP2 (b) The reduction in
robot velocity (c)(d) The robot trying to turn as seen by its
adaptive velocity in green and the increase and decrease
in its velocity in the velocity plot (e)(f) The robot trying to
adjust itself to the path.

is very crucial since these make the robot to depend more on
either velocity, heading, distance in the DWA algorithm and
avoid obstacles. The values ie., EvP1 that are used in our work
are found to give good results where the robot is able to traverse quickly and safely. Tuning of these values was carried out
based on the values provided in [20]. Hence we use this simple
test to show how different values can affect robot motion.
3.1.2

Test Cases

3.1.2.1 Intersection
The results for the five test cases designed in an intersection
area for which the robot is made to run are shown in Figure 34
to Figure 38. These plots also show the velocity vs time plots
for the robots used in the test cases. The paths are depicted in
green and the paths taken by the robot to traverse are depicted
using blue. The robot and the obstacle are represented as a rectangle with the obstacle shown in cyan. The adaptive warning
field is also shown, which our robot uses.
From all these scenarios we can observe that the robot using
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 34: Case1: (a) The robot with adaptive warning field and adaptive velocity and the dynamic obstacle (b) The reduction in
speed of robot at the junction with the red point representing the static obstacle point (c) The dynamic obstacle detection shown in red behind the obstacle, the velocity graph
shows the speed starts increasing (d) The robot stopping
behind the obstacle after allowing it to pass and the fall in
velocity.

the adaptive warning field is able to adjust its velocity as the
dynamic obstacle approaches and allowing the dynamic obstacle to pass without colliding with it. This is clearly verified by
the velocity vs time graph which shows how the robot adjust
its velocity according to the dynamic obstacle position.

3.1 test cases and evaluation

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 35: Case2: (a) The robot with adaptive warning field and adaptive velocity and the dynamic obstacle (b) The reduction in
speed of robot at the junction with the red point representing the considered static obstacle point (c) The dynamic
obstacle detection shown in red behind the obstacle, the
velocity graph shows speed reduces and then increases as
the obstacle passes (d) The robot on its path with maximum velocity after allowing obstacle to pass.

3.1.2.2 Standard F45
Figure 39 shows how the robot traverses through a narrow path.
The figure shows that the robot is able to move safely without
colliding with the walls as seen. The green lines appearing in
front of the robot represent the current motion command (v,ω)
of the robot. The robot traverses by adjusting its speed according to the distance to obstacles. This shows that using the Adap-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 36: Case3:(a) The robot encountering the static obstacle point
with adaptive warning field (b) The reduction in speed of
robot at the junction with the red point representing the
considered static obstacle point (c) The dynamic obstacle
detection shown in red behind the obstacle, the velocity
graph shows speed increases as the obstacle passes (d) The
robot behind the obstacle after allowing it to pass and the
reduced velocity after moving with a constant speed.

tive Warning Field, the robot is able to go from the start point
to the goal point without colliding with the walls.

3.1 test cases and evaluation

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 37: Case4:(a) The robot with adaptive warning field and adaptive velocity in green (b) The reduction in speed of robot
at the junction with the red point representing the static
obstacle point (c) The dynamic obstacle detection shown
in red on the side of the obstacle, the velocity graph shows
reduced speed (d) The robot at the curve with reduced
speed after allowing obstacle to pass.

3.1.2.3 Follow Me
The results of the test for following another obstacle, here a
robot marked blue in color, on a straight path are shown in Figure 40. The velocity vs time graphs for both the robots are also
plotted which show our robot catches up with the obstacles velocity as it follows it. The detection of the obstacle is done by
considering the intersection between the warning field and the
obstacle contours. This is represented as "considered obstacle"
in red in the graph. The adaptive velocity in green also shows
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 38: Case5:(a) The robot with adaptive warning field and adaptive velocity (b) The reduction in speed of robot at the
junction with the red point representing the static obstacle
point (c) The dynamic obstacle detection shown in red behind the obstacle, the velocity graph shows reduced speed
and as the obstacle moves away the velocity increase (d)
The robot velocity after the obstacle passes but decreases
due to the curve.

the robot capability to adjust its velocity with other velocity
values. The robot follows the obstacle by trying to adjust to its
velocity using the adaptive warning field. Hence we successfully test a robot follower scenario using our algorithm on the
robot.

3.1 test cases and evaluation

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 39: (a) The starting position of the robot (b) Robot in motion
with the adaptive velocities shown in green (c) The robot
at the first turn in the narrow path (d) The robot after passing through the first section and entering the next section
of the narrow path (e) Robot at the next turn in its path
(f),(g),(h) Robot moving through the sections of the path
using the adaptive velocity (i) The robot arriving safely
without any collision at the goal point.

3.1.3

Simulation in Vrep

The reason for choosing the simulation platform is to test whether
the adaptive warning field method would work on a simulated
path. This is done since a simulation test is close to a real time
run. The robot with the adaptive warning field method and the
dynamic obstacle is the Pioneer 3DX. The robots are made to
run as per the intersection scenario case1, Figure 34. An area
around the robot is considered as the robot contour area. The
robot is able to reach the goal by first allowing the dynamic
obstacle to pass and later follow it and then stop behind it to
avoid collision. The Figure 41 shows this. The data from a laser
scanner is used to detect the static obstacles and the dynamic
obstacle. This test helps to see whether the robot is able to tra-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 40: "Follow Me":(a) The robot moving on the path behind the
dynamic obstacle (b) The velocity of the robot starts decreasing on detecting the obstacle,detection shown in red
(c) The robot starts matching the obstacle velocity (d) The
robot follows the obstacle with its velocity.

verse in a simulated environment to reach to its goal. The plot
of velocity vs time is shown which is done using python and
matplotlib, a library for plotting figures. The resulting situation
is that the robot traverses safely without collision with the obstacle.
3.1.4

Using Industry Data for testing the adaptive warning field
method

The industry data available here has been provided by a company. The data is from a test run of an AGV in a test setup. The

3.1 test cases and evaluation

Figure 20 in Section 2.8.4 represents the path positions the AGV
traverses using a static protection and warning field around this
path. The green area represents the frame of the robot, the blue
area the sweep area of the robot, pink is the protection field and
yellow is the warning field.
For our work we extract the AGV pose and take this information to generate the path points. Later we run our robot in
python using the adaptive warning field, to see how the warning field looks like on this test path. First, we use a convex hull
approach to enclose the path points with the robots contour.
Next, we run the robot without using the convex hull to enclose the points and instead use a constant value on the side of
the robot to enclose it completely. The difference in velocities
using these two methods is compared by observing the respective velocity plots.
The method using a fixed distance constant to the side of the
robot, is better in traversing the path from the industry data
than the method which uses convex hull. The reason being that
if the robot uses convex hull then if there are obstacles on elliptical curve paths, the robot reduces its speed and starts moving
slowly. This increases the clearance time of the robot. The clearance time is nothing but the time required to make the robot
pass by an obstacle. To make quick movements the obstacle
only slightly close to the path and the robot, must be considered since these are the only obstacles the robot must be concerned with. Hence the method with a constant side clearance
works well. These are presented in:
1. Adaptive Warning Field Using Convex Hull (Figure 42).
2. Adaptive Warning Field Using a constant value(Figure 43).
3.1.5

Discussion of Results

The work carried out in this thesis is related to generation of an
adaptive warning field in AGVs using the dynamic window approach and trajectory information. The DWA was chosen for its
dynamic nature and advantages, over other obstacle avoidance
methods. One main advantage is that only those velocities that
the robot can go in the next time step are generated. Since the
robot path is fixed, the robot makes use of DWA to avoid obstacles in the path. We used a rectangular contour for our robot
throughout the work. Also the obstacles were considered to be
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point obstacles. We compared our algorithm of adaptive warning field with algorithms previously developed in this field.
The most recent work in [48], by Täubig etal (Täubig’s Method),
dealt with warning field generation using the robot dynamics,
kinematics and shape. Convex hulls was used to enclose the
warning area generated. We evaluated this method with the
adaptive warning field method and found that the time taken
to reach the goal point in a scenario with 19 obstacles on the
path, was much less for an adaptive warning field than Täubigs
method of warning field.Table 1 and Figure 25.
The current system of warning field generation uses discrete
sets of static warning and protection fields which are used for
a particular set of scenarios. We used this information and designed the static warning field using different constant values
for the protection and warning area for different velocities and
orientations. Next a comparison in velocities of the robot using
the adaptive and the static warning fields was done on a path
with 19 static obstacles, Figure 21. It was found that the robot
made sudden stops rather than smoothly decreasing its velocity. Hence the time to reach the goal was more than when the
robot used the adaptive warning field method, see Table 1.
Also the work done in [9], Schlegels Method, uses an angular distance to obstacle method for detecting obstacles. We designed this and compared it with the adaptive warning field
on the same path with 19 obstacles. The velocity plots of both
the robots with these two warning fields was compared in the
results section. It was also found that the time required to reach
the goal point in the scenario was more than the adaptive warning field method, see Figure 29.
Next we also designed a circular warning field which considers a fixed circular area and compared our method which uses
the trajectory information with it. The robot with the circular
method also took much more time than the adaptive method
to reach the goal point, see Figure 27.
The Adaptive Warning Field was tested for an intersection scenario using matplotlib. We used the dynamic obstacle concept
described in Section 2.3.2 in the methods chapter and designed
5 test cases in the intersection area to document the velocity
changes of the robot. The robot successfully traversed the paths
by detecting the obstacle and avoiding collision. We did these
tests considering an intersection area since it is a crucial area in
an environment where chances of accidents are more. Also we
simulated this intersection scenario in a simulator, Vrep. The

3.2 summary of part 3

intersection area was designed and two Pioneer 3DX robots
were considered, one as a dynamic obstacle and the other with
the adaptive warning field on it. This was done to verify the
method before a physical implementation could be carried out.
The results were successful i.e., the robot safely traversed the
intersection without colliding with the dynamic obstacle, see
Figure 34 to Figure 38 and Figure 41.
Finally we used an industrial data provided by a company,
which contained the pose data of the AGV with Static and
Protection Warning Fields, for a test run on a path in the industry environment. We used this pose data and got the path
information and made a run of our robot with the Adaptive
Warning Field on this path. We did two test runs, one with the
method using the convex hull to enclose the warning area and
the other with a fixed constant without the convex hull. The velocity graphs were plotted for these in the results chapter and
it was found that the robot traversed more quickly when it did
not use convex hull, see Figure 42 and Figure 43.

3.2

summary of part 3

In this section we do the experimental tests and discuss the results obtained. We observe how different warning fields affect
detection of obstacles and how adaptive warning field method
works is tested in an intersection scenario and finally how crucial the tuning of evaluation parameters for DWA to obtain the
required results is presented. Also one intersection test case is
tested in the simulator. The data obtained from an industrial
AGV is used to compare the adaptive warning field method.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 41: Simulation in Vrep using laser range data (a) The robot
and the dynamic obstacle on their paths and the robot velocity plot (b) (c) The robot starts matching the obstacle
velocity (d) The robot follows the obstacle with its velocity (e)(f) The increase in robot velocity and lastly the robot
coming to a halt with the gradual decrease in speed.

3.2 summary of part 3

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 42: With Convex Hull (a) The robot moving on the path behind
the dynamic obstacle (b) The velocity of the robot starts
decreasing on detecting the obstacle, detection shown in
red (c) The robot starts matching the obstacle velocity (d)
The robot follows the obstacle with its velocity.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 43: Without Convex Hull (a) The robot moving on the path
behind the dynamic obstacle (b) The velocity of the
robot starts decreasing on detecting the obstacle, detection
shown in red (c) The robot starts matching the obstacle
velocity (d) The robot follows the obstacle with its velocity.

Part IV
CONCLUSION

4

CONCLUSION

4.1

discussion

The work done here was related to designing an Adaptive warning field for AGVs. The current system of static warning and
protection fields are not good at detecting obstacles without a
jerk in the robot movement. We work on reducing this and also
detecting obstacles in advance using the path pose information
and the robot dynamics and kinematics. We follow the work in
[48], since we find the work to be the most recent with certification for use in applications up to SIL 3 (Safety Integrity Level)
of IEC 61508 (International Electrotechnical Commission). The
work in this thesis is extended to make use of the path information along with the robot shape and kinematics, dynamics. We
use the Dynamic Window Approach method in our work for
obstacle detection and modify the original DWA to make the
robot reduce its speed and to stay on its path without deviating from its trajectory and goal, on detecting an obstacle in its
traversal path. Other popular obstacle avoidance methods such
as Vector Field Histogram (VFH), Curvature Velocity Method
(CVM) etc., are outperformed by the DWA. The DWA uses the
dynamics of the robot and also allows for polygonal shapes
of robots to be considered. Also the DWA is used since it has
good performance when the robot moves at high velocity [36].
Hence the preferred choice over other methods. One drawback
of the DWA is that it can get stuck in local minima due to the
evaluation parameters so it requires better tuning of these parameters.
We compare the previous works in warning field generation
with the developed adaptive warning field method. The comparison is based on the number of obstacles detected in test environment set ups, the number of emergency or sudden stops
the robot makes and the time required to reach the goal. We
run the robot using these methods in 5 test environments with
different static obstacle set ups. On testing our algorithm we
find that the adaptive warning field reaches the goal in less
time compared to other methods. Also the traversal is smooth
without any sudden or emergency stops. We also design tests at
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intersections where we define the critical points in the intersection and test the Adaptive Warning Field method for handling
dynamic obstacles. We find that the robot using the Adaptive
Warning Field do not collide with the dynamic obstacles but
adapts its speed based on the distance to obstacle. This test is
also carried out in a simulation environment, Vrep, using a 2D
laser sensor. This is done since the simulator is close to real time
implementations. Later, tests such as "Follow Me" and Standard F45 traversal tests are conducted. The "Follow Me" tests
whether the robot follows a dynamic obstacle using the Adaptive Warning Field and the test results prove the success of this
test. The F45 test is used to see whether the robot can traverse
in narrow paths using its adaptive speed. All these, the development of the Adaptive Warning method, tests and comparisons
with other methods comprise the contents of this thesis. This
helps us state that the Adaptive Warning Field method is better than the previous methods mentioned and is also able to
handle dynamic obstacles.
4.2

conclusion

The work done in this thesis presented the Dynamic Window
Approach(DWA) for (v,ω) generation and obstacle avoidance,
and the adaptive warning field generation methods. Using the
proposed method, the robot was effective, meaning, in detecting necessary obstacles compared to the other warning field
generation methods where obstacles which were of not interest
were also considered. In addition to this, the robot was able to
reach the goal point more faster using Adaptive Warning Field
than when other methods were used. In addition to evaluations,
test cases were designed to verify the method for handling obstacles at intersection. The observations from the tests and evaluations in the Chapter 3 show us the difference in using the
proposed method and the other methods. Finally, the proposed
method was tested using industrial data to verify the effective
working of the proposed method. The proposed method for
warning field generation can be further improved to increase
the performance of the system. This is discussed in the next
section.
4.3

future work

The work can further be extended to do the following:

4.3 future work

• Better tuning of the Evaluation parameters of the DWA
can lead to smooth path following and obstacle avoidance
and DWA falling into local minima can be avoided.
• Since the obstacles were considered as point obstacles, the
work can be extended by considering complex shapes of
obstacles instead of just points.
• Since the algorithm developed here uses a simple path
tracking algorithm, other methods, [37], can be explored
to see how effective they can be for path following.
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